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Abstract: Due to the large-scale development of cloud computing, data center electricity energy costs
have increased rapidly. Energy saving has become a major research direction of virtual machine
placement problems. At the same time, the multi-dimensional resources on the cloud should be
used in a balanced manner in order to avoid resources waste. In this context, this paper addresses a
real-world virtual machine placement problem arising in a Healthcare-Cloud (H-Cloud) of hospitals
chain in Saudi Arabia, considering server power consumption and resource utilization. As a part
of optimizing both objectives, user service quality has to be taken into account. In fact, user quality
of service (QoS) is also considered by measuring the Service-Level Agreement (SLA) violation
rate. This problem is modeled as a multi-objective virtual machine placement problem with the
objective of minimizing power consumption, resource utilization, and SLA violation rate. To solve
this challenging problem, a fuzzy grouping genetic algorithm (FGGA) is proposed. Considering that
multiple optimization objectives may have different degrees of influence on the problem, the fitness
function of the proposed algorithm is calculated with fuzzy logic-based function. The experimental
results show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
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1. Introduction
In 2020, the world has entered one of the most serious health crises in its history.
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has caused a significant spike demand for hospital
and healthcare services. In addition to the health side of this pandemic, healthcare systems
need reliable information systems to deal with high volume of users’ requests. In this
context, a hospital chain in Saudi Arabia needs to optimize its Healthcare-Cloud. This HCloud is a centralized cloud computing infrastructure that serves over 3000 healthcare staff
across 11 hospital locations and an estimated 15,000 users of various types (see Figure 1). It
is designed as a national private cloud that supports all of the applications used by each
of the user’s hospital branches and health systems. This cloud ensures that patient care
is not disrupted or compromised in the event of an infrastructure or component failure.
The growing number of linked medical devices is adding to the workload of IT specialists.
Data are moved to the cloud or edge networks as a result of this influx for more flexibility,
better performance, and cost savings.
The optimization problem of this Healthcare-Cloud was formulated as a multi-objective
virtual machine placement problem with the objective of minimizing power consumption,
resource utilization, and improving user application performance. Resource utilization
is evaluated based on the degree of deviation of CPU and memory utilization on the
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physical machine, and user application performance is evaluated by the data center SLA
violation rate.

Figure 1. H-Cloud illustration.

The virtual machine placement problem has been widely concerned by researchers
and has become a hot topic. The placement of virtual machines directly affects the service
performance, resource utilization, and power consumption of cloud data centers. Therefore,
the research on virtual machine placement is a scientific problem with practical significance.
Most of the literature focuses on improving resource utilization and load balancing. However, as the scale of data centers continues to expand, the power consumption increases
rapidly. Data centers in the United States consumed almost 70 billion kWh in 2010, accounting for about 1.8% of total domestic electricity usage, growing from around 30 billion kWh
in 2000 [1,2]. So, saving energy has become an urgent problem for cloud data centers.
Generally, researchers achieve this by aggregating servers, and they achieve the goal of
energy saving by minimizing the number of activated physical machines [3,4]. This method
is indeed effective in terms of energy saving. However, if the physical machines are overloaded with too many tasks, the performance of user applications decreases, resulting
in a poor user experience. Therefore, while considering energy saving, it is important to
remember that the data center’s ultimate goal is to serve users, and the quality of service is
not something to be ignored. At the same time, improving the balanced utilization of server
resources is also an effective way to improve data center efficiency and reduce resource
waste. For example, the CPU utilization on a physical machine has reached 85%, while the
memory utilization is only 20%. At this time, the physical machine cannot allocate other
virtual machines on it because the CPU utilization has reached the threshold. The memory
resources are wasted, which increases the probability of starting a new physical server,
and it increases the number of migrations, resulting in more waste of resources.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some important
related works to the virtual machine placement problem are presented. The description
of the problem under consideration is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose a
hybrid group genetic algorithm to our problem. The experimental results are presented in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this research work.
2. Literature Review
The problem of virtual machine placement has been widely studied in the literature.
The following are some important papers related to the problem under consideration.
SLA has been considered for the first time by Pires and Barán [5], who comprehensively optimized the energy consumption, network traffic, and economic benefits of cloud
providers. The authors defined SLA as that any virtual machine requested by the user must
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meet its physical resource allocation; that is, the placement request of the virtual machine
must be enforced to ensure the correct operation of mission-critical applications. In large
data centers, users’ virtual machine requests can generally be satisfied. Therefore, the SLA
defined in this paper is not innovative.
Zhiqiang and Haibo [6] proposed a virtual machine consolidation strategy based on
server load prediction to solve the problem of data center load balancing, reduce server
energy consumption, and meet SLA. In this paper, a local regression heuristic algorithm is
used to predict the resource utilization at the next moment according to the historical value
of server resource utilization and migrate the low-load server and the virtual machine on
the overloaded server to improve the overall resource utilization of the data center and turn
off low power consumption. This method achieves the goal of saving energy and improving
resource utilization through virtual machine migration, which is different from the idea
in our work. Similarly, Liao et al. [7] achieved dynamic server aggregation using virtual
machine migration strategies, which is appropriate for cloud environments with a small
number of virtual machines but not for a large-scale virtual machine placement problems.
Gao et al. [8] proposed an ant colony optimization algorithm to minimize the total
waste of resources and power consumption. The algorithm has achieved good results in
terms of energy saving and improving resource utilization, but the author did not consider
the impact of the optimization of these two goals on user applications. In Mosa and Paton [9], a genetic algorithm has been proposed in order to optimize energy consumption
and SLA violations. The proposed method adopts utility functions to formulate the virtual
machine placement problem. The experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm reduced the average energy consumption by approximately 6% and the overall SLA
violations by more than 38% compared to well-known heuristics. Kumar and Raza [10]
proposed a modified PSO algorithm to reduce total resource waste and psychical server use.
When compared to typical placement strategies such as Best-Fit, First-Fit, and Worst-Fit,
the proposed algorithm produces better results. Farzai et al. [11] proposed a hybrid multiobjective genetic-based optimization algorithm by considering three objectives: reduced
power consumption, reduced resource wastage, and reduced bandwidth. The experimental
results demonstrated a high potential of scalability for large problem instances. Gopu and
Venkataraman [12] proposed a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm in order to reduce
resource wastage, power consumption, and propagation delay in a distributed cloud environment. The experiments have shown that the proposed approach outperforms existing
algorithms. Alhammadi and Vasanthi [13] proposed two multi-objective algorithms for
minimizing energy consumption, SLA violation, and the number of migrated virtual machines. The experimental results have shown that the proposed algorithms outperformed
some simple well-known heuristics.
Recently, a new hybrid metaheuristic has been proposed by Pushpa and Siddappa [14]
in order to minimize resources load, virtual machine migration cost, and power consumption. The proposed method hybridizes artificial bee colony and cat swarm optimization
algorithms. In Lu et al. [15], an improved genetic algorithm has been proposed for minimizing the energy consumption of the cloud data center and maintaining its high availability.
Mejahed and Elshrkawey [16] proposed a multi-objective hybrid particle swarm optimization for minimizing the placement time of requested virtual machines, power consumption,
and resource wastage in a cloud data center. The proposed approach used a flower pollination optimization algorithm when trapped in local optima, and the experiments show
that when using this technique, the algorithm has become more efficient and outperformed
the bin-packing best-fit strategy in terms of server utilization. Li et al. [17] studied the
problem of minimizing energy consumption and computing delay in edge cloud computing, and they proposed a genetic algorithm to solve this problem. This method has been
improved by a low-rank representation algorithm and a minimal migration time algorithm.
An extensive literature review of ant colony-based approaches for solving the virtual
machine placement problem in a cloud environment has been presented by Asghari and
Jafari Navimipour [18].
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3. Problem Description
Users apply to cloud service providers for virtual machine resources to deploy their
own applications. To ensure good service performance, cloud service providers need to sign
SLAs with users. The virtual machine placement problem is described as follows: cloud
service providers design virtual machine scheduling strategies to meet the virtual machine
resource requests of each user and at the same time reduce power consumption of the cloud
data center, reduce resources waste, and reduce the SLA violations rate. The virtual machine
placement problem can be formulated as a multi-dimensional bin packing problem, which
is proven to be N P -hard [19].
Based on the above description, the following definitions are given:
We are given a cloud data center sharing M physical machines, denoted as
P = { P1 , P2 , . . . , Pi , . . . , PM }. Each physical machine Pi has d available resources (such as
CPU, memory, bandwidth, and storage). Each resource j has a capacity Hi,j , where j ≤ d.
The users applied for a group of N virtual machines V = {V1 , V2 , . . . , Vi , . . . , VN }. The required resource j of any virtual machine Vi is denoted as Ri,j .
Definition 1. A cloud data center shared M physical machines, denoted as P = { P1 , P2 , . . . , Pi , . . . , PM }.
The number of types of available resources (such as CPU, memory, bandwidth, and storage) for a
physical machine Pi is denoted as d, and Hi,j is the capacity of the resource j on a physical machine
Pi , where j ≤ d.
Definition 2. A user applies for a group V = {V1 , V2 , . . . , Vi , . . . , VN } of N virtual machines.
The required resources of any Vi is denoted as Ri,j , which represents the number of requirements
for a resource j on a virtual machine Vi , where j ≤ d. In this paper, we only consider CPU and
memory as resources, and we do not consider disks. The reason is that cloud computing data centers
generally use network-attached storage (NAS), and storage can be used as a separate module, so
d = 2.
3.1. Energy Consumption Modeling
Server power consumption is mainly affected by CPU, memory, disk storage, and
bandwidth; of these, CPU has the largest contribution to server power consumption and
accounts for most of the energy consumption. For simplicity, we consider only the impact of
CPU on power consumption. In this model, the power consumption of the server fluctuates
depending on the usage of the CPU on this server. According to [20], it can be seen that
when the server changes from zero load (0%) to full load (100%), the power consumption
of the server has a linear relationship with CPU utilization, and the power consumed by
the server at zero load is 67% of the power consumed at full load. The power consumption
Wi of a physical machine Pi can be calculated as follows:
i
Wi = (Wmax − Widle )Ucpu
+ Widle

(1)

where Wmax and Widle indicate the power consumption when the server is fully loaded and
i
idle, respectively; Ucpu
is the CPU utilization rate on the physical machine Pi .
3.2. Resource Wastage Modeling
The virtual machine placement problem is a multi-dimensional bin-packing problem,
involving components such as CPU and memory. The resource usage of each physical
node in the data center should be kept as balanced as possible in different dimensions to
avoid wasting resources due to the barrel effect and reduce resource utilization. As shown
in Figure 2, the rectangular box represents the memory capacity of the physical machine.
Physical nodes have less and less resources in each dimension. The final remaining resources are shown in the dark shaded rectangle. The CPU resource remaining rate is much
larger than the memory resource remaining rate. At this time, due to the lack of memory
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resources, no more virtual machines can be allocated to the physical machine, and the
remaining CPU resources are wasted.

Figure 2. Example of resource allocation for 3 virtual machines deployed on a physical machine.

The physical node resources waste can be calculated as follows:
Ri =

| Licpu − Limem | +e
i
i
+ Umem
Ucpu

(2)

n

R=

∑ Ri

(3)

i =1

where Licpu is the ratio of the remaining CPU resources to the total CPU resources of a
physical node Pi , Limem indicates the memory remaining ratio of the node Pi , and e is a small
positive real number (we set it to 0.0001 to facilitate subsequent calculations).
3.3. SLA Violation Modeling
In cloud computing services, the cloud provider needs to sign an SLA with the user,
which defines the service quality, responsibilities, billing system, etc. The service quality of
virtual machine allocation is generally based on a user’s application performance. Cloud
providers must allocate resources to users that match their needs to guarantee performance.
In our work, we defined the SLA violation rate as a function of the CPU utilization rate.
The reason is that the CPU utilization of physical machines is closely related to the SLA
violation rate. When CPU utilization increases, the rate of SLA violations increases with
it; when CPU utilization reaches a peak, the rate of SLA violations increases quickly.
Li et al. [21] defined the evaluation function of the SLA violation rate as follows:
i
max
f i = ln(2 + Ucpu
− Ucpu
)

where

max
Ucpu

(4)

is the maximum CPU utilization rate on the physical machine.

3.4. Constraints
The problem under consideration includes the following constraints:
(a) Any virtual machine Vi can only be assigned to one physical node Pj . Let Xi,j ∈
{0, 1} be a binary variable, Xi,j = 1 if Vi is assigned to Pj and 0 otherwise:
M

∑ Xi,j ≤ 1; ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }

(5)

j =1

(b) The virtual machine requested by the user must meet its allocation requirements:
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M

∑ Xi,j = 1; ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N };

(6)

j =1

(c) Physical server resource limit: the virtual machine allocated on each physical node
does not occupy more resources than its capacity:
M

∑ Xi,j Ri,cpu ≤ Hj,cpu ; ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M};

(7)

i =1
M

∑ Xi,j Ri,mem ≤ Hj,mem ; ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M};

(8)

i =1

where Ri,cpu (Ri,mem ) represents the CPU requirements (memory requirements) of a virtual
machine Vi , and Hj,cpu (Hj,mem ) represents the remaining available CPU resources (memory
resources) on a physical node Pj .
3.5. Optimization Goal
Our goal is to minimize energy consumption, resource waste, and SLA violation rate:
M

min W =

∑ Wi

(9)

i =1
M

min R =

∑ Ri

(10)

i =1
M

min f =

∑ fi

(11)

i =1

4. Improved Grouping Genetic Algorithm FGGA
At present, there are many evolutionary algorithms for solving multi-objective optimization problems. This type of algorithm abstracts a mathematical model that conforms
to certain laws through the simulation of biological phenomena. They have strong selforganization and self-adaptation capabilities. In this section, we will present the grouping
genetic algorithm (GGA) to solve our problem. The following will analyze the advantages
and disadvantages of the GGA algorithm, and it will clarify the reasons for choosing this
algorithm and the basis for subsequent improvements.
(1) Advantages of GGA algorithm:
1.

2.

3.

The grouping genetic algorithms have been proved to be suitable for grouping problems, such as virtual machine placement, bin packing, vehicle routing, jobshop
scheduling, and clustering [22,23].
The GGA algorithm uses a block coding method, which is consistent with the characteristics of the virtual machine placement problem. The physical machine is regarded
as a chromosome, and the virtual machine deployed on it is regarded as a gene.
The search process is inspired by fitness values, and the process is simple.
(2) GGA algorithm defects:

1.
2.
3.

Algorithm performance is more dependent on the selection of parameters, and an
improper selection of parameters will seriously affect the pros and cons of the solution.
The crossover and mutation operations in the algorithm randomly select genes on the
chromosome, which is blind and affects the convergence speed of the algorithm.
When evaluating multi-objective optimization problems, the fitness function transforms the linear summation of multiple objectives into a single-objective problem,
which is inconsistent with the fact that the degree of influence of multiple objectives
on the problem is uncertain in reality.
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Based on the above analysis, we proposed a Fuzzy Grouping Genetic Algorithm
(FGGA) to solve the multi-objective scheduling problem, which improves the crossover
and mutation operations in the basic grouping genetic algorithm to ensure the diversity
of the population while ensuring that the population evolves toward the Pareto optimal
solution. Then, we introduce fuzzy logic theory. We perform fuzzy processing on multiple
optimization goals, determine the fitness function based on the principle of maximizing
minimum satisfaction, and evaluate the pros and cons of the solution.
4.1. FGGA Algorithm Process
The GGA algorithm process mainly has the following steps: gene coding, setting
fitness function, selection operation, crossover operation, and mutation operation. Based
on the GGA algorithm, we use fuzzy logic to determine the fitness function, solve the
uncertainty of the impact of multiple objectives in the problem, and improve and optimize
crossover and mutation operators to overcome the random selection in the GGA algorithm.
Figure 3 shows our proposed FGGA algorithm. In the flow chart, the main improvement
points are reflected in the dotted rectangle box. This section will go over the specific process
of improving the proposed algorithm.

Figure 3. Flow chart of our proposed FGGA algorithm.
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4.2. Gene Coding
In the group coding method, coding is performed in groups. In our algorithm, a chromosome (solution) is divided into groups (physical machines). Each group is divided into
genes (virtual machines). As shown in Figure 4, seven virtual machines are deployed on
three servers. The code of the chromosome is ABC, and the gene value on each chromosome
is the number of the virtual machine deployed on the server. The advantage of this is that it
can solve the problem of unclear grouping information in the traditional encoding method;
that is, during crossover and mutation, the virtual machine can be operated, and the server
information can be transparent.

Figure 4. Virtual machine group coding.

4.3. Fitness Function
The fitness function is used in genetic algorithms to assess the quality of a solution.
In our problem, the larger the fitness value, the easier the solution is accepted, and the
smaller it is, the easier it is to be eliminated. The fitness function is the selection criterion
for the survival of the fittest in the genetic algorithm and the driving force for the evolution
of the population. Its design and structure should be combined with the objective function
of the problem. The optimization goal of the problem under consideration is to minimize
the power consumption, resource utilization, and SLA violation rate at the same time.
A multi-objective optimization problem can be solved in one of two ways. One approach
is to use a linear-weighted sum to reduce a multi-objective problem to a single-objective
problem. The other alternative is to optimize each objective function independently. Both of
these methods require decision makers to clearly know the importance of each optimization
item and give a certain weight. In a virtual machine placement problem, it is often difficult
for decision makers to judge the impact of each goal on the problem.
Therefore, in order to calculate the fitness function for a solution, we used fuzzy logic
to evaluate our multiple optimization goals. Fuzzy logic was introduced by [24]. It is
different from classical logic in that there is no precise boundary between true and false;
that is, from true to false is a gradual change process. This process is reflected by the
membership function. Many fuzzy logic models have been proposed in the literature.
In our work, we have used the maximum and minimum satisfaction fuzzy logic model
to fuzzify our three optimization goals. The steps for determining the fitness function are
as follows.
4.3.1. Solve Each Single-Objective Problem
In order to clarify whether the final solution performs well in each optimization
objective, it is first necessary to solve the each single-objective problem. Since the power
consumption, resource utilization, and SLA of the cloud data center are dynamically
changing, it is difficult to solve a definite optimal value. Therefore, we give an estimate of
the optimal values of the three objective functions.
First, we determine the minimum number Lmin of physical machines in the data center
that are turned on, as expressed by Equation (12), where Rsum_cpu and Rsum_mem represent
the sum of CPU resources and the sum of memory resources requested by all virtual
machines in the data center, respectively, and Hcpu , Hmem indicate the CPU resources and
memory resources owned by a single physical machine, respectively. The resource requests
of any virtual machine that have been restricted in our work are all satisfiable, so the
maximum number of enabled physical machines is Lmax = N. According to Equation (12),
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it can be known that the physical nodes that are turned on are in a fully loaded state, so
the optimal value of the total power consumption W ∗ of the data center can be estimated
by Equation (13). The optimal value of resource waste R∗ is expressed by Equation (15),
where Hsum_cpu and Hsum_mem represent the sum of CPU resources and the sum of memory
resources in the data center, respectively. The upper and lower limits of the SLA violation
rate are determined according to Equation (4).


Rsum_cpu Rsum_mem
Lmin = max
,
(12)
Hcpu
Hmem
W ∗ = Lmin · Pmax

(13)

Wmax = Lmax · Pmax

(14)

R∗ =

Rsum_cpu
Rsum_mem
−
Hsum_cpu
Hsum_mem
M

Rmax =

∑

i =1

Ri_cpu
R
− i_mem
Hi_cpu
Hi_mem

(15)

(16)

4.3.2. Membership Function
According to the best value obtained in Section 4.3.1, the membership function of
each objective function is constructed. The membership function reflects the degree of the
optimization objective. The smaller the degree of membership, the more unacceptable the
solution. A value of 0 is completely unacceptable, and a value of 1 is an optimal value. In the
following, µ( f i ( x )) represents the membership value of the ith optimization objective.


1;
if f 1 ( x ) ≤ W ∗



∗
f (x) − W
µ( f 1 ( x )) = 1 − 1
(17)
; if W ∗ < f 1 ( x ) ≤ W ∗ + δ1

δ
1


0;
if f 1 ( x ) > W ∗ + δ1


1;
if f 2 ( x ) ≤ R∗



∗
f (x) − R
µ( f 2 ( x )) = 1 − 2
(18)
; if R∗ < f 2 ( x ) ≤ R∗ + δ2

δ2


0;
if f 2 ( x ) > R∗ + δ2


1;
if f 2 ( x ) ≤ F ∗



∗
f (x) − F
µ( f 3 ( x )) = 1 − 3
(19)
; if F ∗ < f 3 ( x ) ≤ F ∗ + δ3

δ
3


0;
if f 3 ( x ) > F ∗ + δ3
where W ∗ + δ1 , R∗ + δ2 , and F ∗ + δ3 represent the maximum power consumption, the maximum value of resource waste, and the maximum value of SLA violation, respectively,
and δi represents the difference between the optimal value and the maximum value.
4.3.3. Fitness Function Construction
We have used the maximization and minimum satisfaction method to determine
the fitness function. This method makes all objective functions have the highest possible
membership degree. From Section 4.3.2, we can see that the higher the membership degree
of the objective function, the closer the goal is to the optimal solution. The fitness function
is stated as follows.
µ( x ) = min{µ1 ( x ), µ2 ( x ), µ3 ( x )}

(20)
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Then, the multi-objective virtual machine placement problem is transformed into a
maximized single-objective problem, such as in Equation (21).
max µ( x )


 µ1 ( x ) ≥ µ ( x )



 µ2 ( x ) ≥ µ ( x )






 µ3 ( x ) ≥ µ ( x )
i,j
i,j
s.t.
∑ xs,t − xt,s = 0


i,j=1

i,j


 ∑ xs,t ≤ Cs,t


=1

i,ji,j

x ≥ 0
s,t

(21)

4.4. Selection Operator
The genetic algorithm imitates the principle of biological evolution and uses selection
operations to ensure the survival of the fittest. Individuals with high fitness have a greater
probability of being inherited to their offspring, and individuals with low fitness have a
smaller probability of being inherited to their offspring. If only individuals with high fitness
are selected for inheritance, they will fall into a local optimum, so the roulette method is
used to select inherited individuals.
First, we calculate the fitness value of all individuals in the population µ( xi ), ∀i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , m}, where m is the population size, and we calculate the total fitness of the
population. Then, the probability of selection p( xi ) of the individual xi is calculated as in
Equation (22). The cumulative probability of the individual is calculated as in Equation (23),
and we use the simulating roulette to randomly generate a random number r ∈ [0, 1] where
qi−1 < r ≤ qi . Then, the ith individual will be inherited to the next generation. This
selection operator can avoid the defect of falling into a local optimum caused by only
selecting individuals with high fitness for inheritance.
µ ( xi )

p ( xi ) =

m

(22)

∑ µ ( xi )

j =1
i

qi =

∑ p( x j )

(23)

j =1

4.5. Crossover Operator
Crossover operation is that in which two chromosomes exchange some genes to form
new individuals (offspring). It is the main step of a genetic algorithm to generate new
individuals. The purpose is to hope that excellent genes can be inherited into offspring.
The crossover process of the grouping genetic algorithm can be stated as follows. We select
two parent individuals X and Y using a selection operator, and we randomly select a gene
from one of the chromosomes and inject it into the other. This operation may generate
duplicate virtual machines in multiple physical machines. If this happens, the physical
machines having the duplicate virtual machines will be deleted. The deletion operation may
cause some virtual machines to be unassigned to a physical machine. These unallocated
virtual machines need to be re-encoded into a physical machine. The entire crossover
process is shown in Figures 5–8.
The above method randomly selects genes in individuals to perform crossover operations. This method is blind, causing the genes of excellent individuals to still be difficult
to inherit after multiple iterations, reducing the convergence speed. Based on this defect, in our proposed algorithm, we will determine which gene segment will be crossed
based on the degree of resources waste of the physical machine and the SLA violation
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rate. The power consumption is not considered because the SLA violation rate and power
consumption are closely related to the CPU utilization. Therefore, the crossover operator is
modified as follows:
1. According to Equations (2) and (4), we calculate the resource waste rate and SLA
violation rate of physical nodes.
2. The weighted sum of the two rates is the criterion for selecting the physical machine
in the individual. The physical node with the smaller value is selected, and we perform the
crossover operation as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
3. If an isolated virtual machine appears in the new generated individual (offspring),
it will be reallocated according to the well-known Best-Fit algorithm (BFA). This algorithm
searches the entire offspring for free genes on a physical machine and assigns the isolated
virtual machine to the smallest gene that fits.

Figure 5. Select randomly a group from X and an intersection on Y.

Figure 6. Insert the group E on the selected intersection on Y.

Figure 7. Delete the physical machines containing duplicate virtual machines.

Figure 8. Reinsert the orphaned virtual machine.

4.6. Mutation Operator
The mutation operator in the basic genetic algorithm consists of randomly selecting
one or more genes in the individual to mutate in order to avoid falling into a local optimum
and to maintain a certain diversity of the population. As mentioned above, this kind
of random selection is blind, which makes it impossible to obtain a better solution after
multiple inheritances. Therefore, we will select genes with a small evaluation value for
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mutation, as in Section 4.5. Unallocated virtual machines are deployed according to the
BFA algorithm, which has the advantage of ensuring that the population develops in a
good direction.
4.7. FGGA Algorithm Implementation
Our proposed FGGA algorithm implementation is as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 FGGA Algorithm.
Initialize: Virtual machine required resources R; Physical machine resources H; Population
size m; Crossover probability pC ; Mutation probability p M ; Number of iterations G;
Counter hmax ; The current best fitness f ;
Output: The global best fitness f ∗ ; the global best solution π ∗
1: h = 0; t = 0; f = 0;
2: Pop(0) = Initialize(m); //Randomly generate the initial population (m individuals)
3: while t < G && h 6 = hmax do
4:
for i = 1 to m do
5:
Calculate fitness[i] according to Equation (20);
6:
end for
7:
All solutions are sorted in descending order of fitness value;
8:
for i = 1 to m do
9:
Apply Selection to Pop(t) //According to Equations (22) and (23);
10:
end for
11:
for i = 1 to m do
12:
Apply Crossover to Pop(t);
13:
end for
14:
for i = 1 to m do
15:
Apply Mutation to Pop(t);
16:
end for
17:
Get the current best fitness f ;
18:
if f = f ∗ then
19:
h + +;
20:
else
21:
f∗ = f;
22:
h = 0;
23:
end if
24:
if h = hmax then
25:
return f ∗ ;
26:
return π ∗ ;
27:
end if
28:
t + +;
29: end while
5. Experimental Results
In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, we conduct simulation
experiments on the CloudSim platform [25]. The data center’s electricity consumption,
resource waste, and SLA violation rate are evaluated under different algorithms. The algorithm and simulation experiments are coded in JAVA, and the hardware configuration is:
CPU 3.2GHz, RAM 8GB, HDD 1TB.
In order to simulate the real data on our considered H-Cloud, the CloudSim simulation
platform has been equipped with 100 servers, and the number of virtual machines has been
divided into three groups: 80, 200, and 400. The computing power of the server is set to
four levels {1500, 2000, 2600, 3000}, the unit is MIPS, and the memory size is {2048 MB,
4096 MB, 8192 MB}.
The computing resource request of the virtual machine is {300, 500, 750, 1500}, the unit
is MIPS, and the memory resource request is {256 MB, 512 MB, 2048 MB}. The peak power
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of the server is set to 260 W, and the power when idle is 170 W. In the experiment, tasks are
set as full-load tasks; that is, task demand is constant, and the data of the data center are
simulated for 3 h.
Different values of the parameters of the FGGA algorithm have different effects on
its performance. In Section 4, several important parameters that affect our proposed
algorithm are introduced: namely, the population size m, the number of iterations G,
crossover probability pC , and mutation probability p M . After extensive experiments, using
the ParamILS framework [26], and under different parameters combinations, we have
selected the parameters with the best performance, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. FGGA algorithm parameters.
Parameter

Value

Population size m
Crossover probability pC
Mutation probability p M

60
0.8
0.15

5.1. Single-Objective-Based Experiments
In the experiment, the performance of the FGGA algorithm is compared through two
groups of algorithms. First, the single-objective optimization for the three optimization
objectives are compared with the FGGA algorithm. For the comparison of power consumption, the single-objective optimization algorithm SO_MEC based on minimum energy
consumption and the single-objective optimization algorithm SO_BUCPU based on CPU
balanced utilization are selected. The experimental comparison is shown in Figure 9. Since
the SLA violation rate and power consumption are closely related to the CPU utilization,
and the change trend is close, the comparison of SLA violation rate is the same as the singleobjective optimization power consumption comparison algorithm, SO_MEC–SO_BUCPU.
The experimental comparison is shown in Figure 10. For the comparison of resource
waste, the virtual machine placement algorithm VMPACS [8] based on multi-objective
optimization is selected. The experimental comparison is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 9. Comparison of power consumption.
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Figure 10. Comparison of average SLA violation rates.

Figure 11. Comparison of average resource waste.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the power consumption of the SO_MEC algorithm
is the smallest, and the power consumption of the SO_BUCPU algorithm is the largest.
The FGGA algorithm lies between the two. SO_MEC is optimized with the single goal of
electricity consumption costs, the placement of virtual machines is extremely concentrated,
and the number of physical machines turned on is small. In the SO_BUCPU algorithm,
the CPU is used in a balanced manner. Too many physical nodes are turned on, but the
utilization rate is very low, so the performance is the worst. The electricity consumption of
the algorithm is not very different from that of SO_MEC.
In evaluating the SLA violation rate, we adopt the average SLA violation rate. The average SLA violation rate is defined as the average of the SLA violation rates of all physical
max is
nodes in the running state. The SLA violation rate is calculated by Equation (4). Ucpu
fixed at 0.9 and f i fluctuates between (0.1, 0.7). As can be seen from Figure 10, our proposed
FGGA algorithm has the best performance, and the SO_MEC algorithm has the worst
performance. The reason is that the CPU utilization of each physical node started under
this algorithm is very high, and the SO_BUCPU algorithm has the lowest SLA violation
rate. The resource utilization rate of physical nodes under the algorithm is low.
It can be seen from Figure 11 that the FGGA algorithm is significantly better than
the VMPACS algorithm in terms of reducing resource waste. The reason is that the
resource waste of physical nodes has a great relationship with the CPU demand and
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memory demand of the virtual machine. When reducing resource waste, the resource
requests of virtual machines and the resource utilization of physical nodes should be
comprehensively considered.
5.2. Multi-Objective-Based Experiments
In this section, we compare the performance of our proposed algorithm FGGA to
the basic grouping genetic algorithm (GGA) and the multi-objective memetic algorithm
(MMA) of [5]. Without loss of generality, the GGA algorithm uses linear weighted sums
for the three optimization objectives, and the weights of the three optimization objectives
are respectively taken as 1/3. The comprehensive comparison experiment still uses the
data of the above experiments for testing. The three sets of algorithms were run 20 times,
and the best deployment plan in each set was selected for comparison. The best deployment
plans obtained by the three sets of algorithms were recorded as π FGGA , πGGA , and π MMA .
In order to comprehensively compare the three optimization goals, we calculate the fitness
value of the solution, which is obtained according to Equations (17)–(20). The fitness value
is used to weigh the benefits and drawbacks of the solution. The closer the fitness value
is to one, the closer the solution is to the ideal state, and the closer it is to zero, the worse
the solution.
It can be seen from Figure 12 that the best virtual machine deployment plan obtained by the FGGA algorithm has the largest fitness value. The overall performance
of the FGGA algorithm in the multi-objective optimization of power consumption, resource waste, and SLA violation rate is better than the group genetic algorithm GGA and
the multi-objective scheduling algorithm MMA. A comprehensive analysis of the singleobjective comparison experiment and the multi-objective comparison experiment shows
that the FGGA algorithm has no outstanding effect in each single-objective optimization.
Its performance is better than other algorithms in the multi-objective simultaneous optimization performance. It shows that our proposed FGGA algorithm performs well in
multi-objective optimization.

Figure 12. Comparison of fitness value.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we address a real-world virtual machine placement problem arising in an
H-Cloud. Efficient virtual machine placement should consider multiple factors synthetically,
including quality of service, energy consumption, and resource utilization. To solve this
multi-objective optimization problem, we propose an improved group genetic algorithm.
The crossover and mutation operators are improved, and a fuzzy logic-based function is
implemented, reducing the decision maker’s subjective weight setting to the optimization
objectives. The simulation experiments have been conducted on single-objective and
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multi-objective optimization experiments. The experimental results demonstrate that our
proposed algorithm performs well when optimizing multiple objectives at the same time.
The research on virtual machine placement in this paper is mainly focused on the
data center. With the continuous development and growth of cloud computing, the service
model of a cross-data center has gradually appeared. Therefore, the next work can consider
the virtual machine placement problem of cross-data centers, and we need to consider
the network bandwidth of different data centers, their geographic location, and the price
of electricity.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
BFA
CPU
FGGA
GGA
H-Cloud
MIPS
MMA
NAS
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SO_MEC
SO_BUCPU
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Best-Fit Algorithm
Central Processing Unit
Fuzzy Grouping Genetic Algorithm
Grouping Genetic Algorithm
Healthcare Cloud
Million Instructions Per Second
Multi-objective Memtic Algorithm
Network-Attached Storage
Service-Level Agreement
Single-Objective based on Minimum Energy Consumption
Single-Objective based on CPU
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